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The cyclotron and spin wave spectra are studied for an electron fluid with an ellipsoidal Fermi
surface. In contrast with previous investigations,r 17 ' 18l no simplifications are made regarding the
form of the correlation functions describing the interaction between the fluid quasiparticles. The
dependence of possible spin and cyclotron wave frequencies on the orientation of the stationary
magnetic field relative to the crystal axis is determined. Effects connected with the Cerenkov
damping of cyclotron waves are considered; in particular, the dependence of the maximum possible wave vector on the orientation of the stationary magnetic field relative to chosen directions
in the crystal is established.

1.

The Fermi surfaces of real metals are anisotropic
and can differ radically from the spherical in a number of cases Y- 31 It is therefore of interest to study
the effect of the anisotropic character of the Fermi
surface on the propagation of spin and cyclotron waves
in an electron fluid. The existence of such waves was
first predicted by Silin[ 4 l on the basis of the theory of
an electron fluid)Sl At the present moment, the spectra
of spin and cyclotron waves in the electron fluid of
metals with an isotropic Fermi surface have been considered in the researches of a whole series of
authors) 6 - 16 ' 4 l Spin waves in an anisotropic electron
fluid were studied in[ 17 • 18l. However, it was assumed
in[ 17• 18l that the function 1/J(p, p') characterizing the
correlation of the electrons does not depend on the
momenta, i.e., 1/J(p, p') = const. The assumption that
l/J is independent of the momenta is a significant simplification. Nevertheless, it can be thought that such
an approximation always takes validly into account the
qualitative effect of the appearance of spin waves. However, it is known[ 11 ' 12 l that even qualitatively correct
results cannot be obtained when cyclotron waves are
studied under the assumption that the correlation function is independent of the momenta.
In the present research we determine the spectra
of spin and cyclotron waves in an electron fluid with
an ellipsoidal Fermi surface. There are no metals
with such a Fermi surface, but analysis shows that, in
a number of cases, for a definite arrangement of a
stationary magnetic field relative to the crystallographic axes, the situation can in fact be close to such
a model.
Let us consider a metal whose constant energy
surfaces in momentum space p (p-space) are arbitrary
ellipsoids, described by the equation
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where 1/mh 1/m 2 , and 1/m 3 are nonvanishing elements of the tensor 0, which is also diagonal in the
chosen set of coordinates.
2. Before proceeding to study the spin waves connected with the oscillations of the spin-density vector
function a, let us consider the equilibrium state of an
electron fluid with ellipsoidal Fermi surface, located
in a stationary homogeneous magnetic field B. As is
known,r 41 in the approximation linear in the field B,
the distribution function f does not differ from the
Fermi distribution and the vector function of the spin
density in phase space has the form
a,(p) =

where

~f:2

~; as,(p),

(2.1)

is determined from the equation

As,(p) = - f.loB

+ sd'p'1p(p, p') ::• as,(p').

(2.2)

Here !J.o is the magnetic moment of the electron, and
1/J( p, p') is the correlation function describing the spindependent part of the interaction of the quasiparticles
of the electron fluid. Using Eq. (1.2), we transform
from p-space tow-space. In w-space, Eq. (2.2) takes
the form
of,
(2.3)
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where o0 is an arbitrary constant having the dimensionality of 6. The presence of the arbitrary constant
o0 in the intermediate results is unimportant, since it
does not enter into the final result. It is seen from
Eq. (1.3) that the constant-energy surfaces are
spheres in w-space. In a set of coordinates with axes
directed along the principal axes of the ellipsoid, the
matrix A is diagonal and has, according to (1.1) and
(1.2), the following form:

where f: is the energy and 0 the reciprocal effective
mass tensor.
We transform from real p-space to a space w
( w-space) such that the surfaces of constant energy
in it are spheres Y9 • 20 l The transformation
w=

=

as, • (w) = -f.loB
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Here
(2.4)
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reduces Eq. (1.1) to the form
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According to Eq. (1.3), preferred directions are
absent in w-space. One can then assume the function
l/J*( w, w') to be a function only of the angle ®between
the vectors w, w', which lie on the Fermi sphere in
w space. Therefore, it is apparently possible to make
the expansion of the function 1/J*(w, w') in Legendre
polynomials
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which is widely used in the theory of a Fermi liquid£ 4 • 21 1
Here ~F is the Fermi energy, f3z are constant coefficients, and
1 d'
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Equations (2.1) and (2.4) then permit us to write for
the equilibrium state.
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Let us now consider small departures oa of the
spin density from its equilibrium value a 0, i.e., we
assume that the vector function of the spin density in
phase space has the form

+ lla.

The small nonequilibrium contribution

oaa exp ( -iwt + ik · r) obeys the following kinetic
equation:[ 4 ' 6 l
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where v = a~jap is the velocity of the quasiparticle,
oB the nonequilibrium magnetic induction and
lle, = -J1ollB +

Jd'p'

¢ (p, p') lla(p', r).

As the collision integral, we use the following model
expression:[ 23 l
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We transform from p-space to w-space. We make
use of Eq. (1.2) and also the evident fact that the
matrix A i~ symmetric in our case, i.e., that
P1(Ap2) = (Ap1)P2 for any two vectors p 1 and P2· We
then have the following relations:[ 19 •20 1
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The Fermi surface in w-space is a sphere and
Eq. (2.10) differs from the initial kinetic equation (2.7)
only by the replacement of k, v in the latter by k* and
u, respectively, and also of B in the third term of the
left side by B*. Equation (2.10) can be solved in a
manner similar to the solution of the kinetic equation
in the case of an isotropic electron fluid. After solution of the kinetic equation (2.10), the nonequilibrium
density of magnetization oM(r, t), by means of which
the high-frequency magnetic susceptibility is determined, can be found from the relation
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and the following notation is introduced:
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l/J*(w, w') is determined by Eq. (2.5)
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Using the expansion (2.6), we obtain a solution of
Eq. (2.3)[ 4 ' 6 1

a= -va;B

(2.9)

Using Eqs. (2,8) and (2.9), we transform Eq. (2.7) in
w-space:
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The velocity of the quasiparticle v = a~jap in pspace is connected with the velocity u = a~jaw in wspace by the relation

Jd'wlla'(w,r,t) =JA-'JilM*(r,t).

(2.13)

The spectrum of spin waves in an electron fluid is
actually determined by the pole of the high-frequency
magnetic susceptibility[ 6 • 21 l and, by using the relation
(2.13) it is not difficult to note that the transformation
(1.2) does not change the dispersion relation. Therefore, one can indeed use the expression for the frequencies previously obtained[ 4 ' 6 - 9•21 l in the case of an
isotropic fluid for the spectra of spin waves in an
electron fluid with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface, if
only the wave vector k, the velocity v, and the stationary magnetic field B are replaced, where required,
by k*, u and B*.
The following equations are obtained for the eigen-
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frequencies of the electron system with ellipsoidal
Fermi surface:
w;,m=-mQ*(i+p,),
if
llaiiB,
(2.14)
lla..LB,

where ilo = 2yB/ti = 2J.L0 B/ti( 1 + {3 0 ), and the coefficients f3z are given by the expansion (2.6). The cyclotron frequency il*, according to Eqs. (1.4) and (2.12),
is determined by the formula
g• (O, cp) = eB (sin' 8 cos' q> +sin' e sin' q> +cos' 8 )''•.
c
m1m2
m,m3
m,mz

(2.15)

Here e and cp are the angles which determine the
orientation of the vector B relative to the principal
axes of the ellipsoid (see the drawing). We note that
Eq. (2.15) for the cyclotron frequency naturally agrees
with what was obtained from the general formula
Q
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where k 1, k2, and k 3 are the components of the vector
k in the set of coordinates with axes directed along the
principal axes of the ellipsoid, and ku is the component
of the vector k along the direction of the magnetic
field B. We introduce the effective Larmor radius:
Veff
c (2s,m,m.m,)'h
(2 •19 )
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The formula (2.16) is applicable for long waves that
satisfy the condition
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where S = S( ~, Po) is the area of the intersection of
the surface ~( p) = ~F with the plane p · B = puB
= const. According to Eq. (2.15), the cyclotron frequency depends on the angles e and cp, and the relations (2.14) and (2.15) determine the dependence of the
eigenfrequencies on the orientation of the magnetic
field relative to the axes of the crystal.
Let us consider transversely polarized spin waves
(oa 1 B) with a frequency close to the resonance frequency
0 = 'fWs = 'f2J.L 0 B/ti. Using the results obtained in[ 6 • 7 1, we find the following expression for the
spectrum of spin waves in an electron fluid with an
ellipsoidal Fermi surface, an expression that is valid
in the limit of long-wave oscillations:
w

(2.19) reduce to an expression for the spectrum obtained previously(l&J in the approximation 1/J(p, p')
= const for the case of a Fermi surface in the form of
a biaxial ellipsoid of revolution.
Let us now consider spin waves whose limiting frequencies are determined by Eqs. (2.14), with Z _,. 0. In
correspondence with the expressions for spectra obtained in[ 8 ' 9 l, we find the following expression for the
spin wave frequencies; with accuracy to terms of
order (k~ff + kfi)R~ff:

1.

The characteristic mark of Eq. (2.16) is that it determines the dependence of the frequency of the spin
wave in an electron fluid with an ellipsoidal Fermi
surface both on the wave vector k and on the angles
e, cp, i.e., on the orientation of the stationary magnetic
field relative to the crystallographic axes. If, among
the coefficients of expansion (2.6) only {3 0 _,. 0, and
also if m1 = m2 = m 1 , and m3 = m 11, then Eqs. (2.15)-

11.

= ·Q,[Q' (e, q>)]-'.

3. We now consider the cyclotron waves in an electron fluid with ellipsoidal Fermi surface. For a small
deviation of a: exp (- iwt + ik • r) of the particle distribution from the equilibrium spatially-homogeneous
Fermi distribution f 0 , we have the following kinetic
equation:[ 4 • 21l
}
-troll/+ t(kv) ( II/- 8/o
8e lie,
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and cp(p, p') is the correlation function which describes the spin-independent part of the interaction of
the fluid quasiparticles. We transform from p-space
tow-space. Here we use Eq. (2.9), and also the following relations, which are similar to Eqs. (2.8):
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(3.4)
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where

lie,• =

Jd'w'q>'(w,w')W(w'),

q>'(w, w')

= JA-'J<p(A-'w,

llf"(w)= 11/(A-'w),

E'=AE,
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(3.5)
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and u, k*, and B* are determined respectively by
Eqs. (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12). Similarly to what was
done for the function 1/J* ( w, w'), we can also use the
expansion in a series of Legendre polynomials for the
function cp*(w, w'):
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We note that expressions were obtained in[ l for the
components of the conductivity tensor (j in an electron
gas with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface. The calculation
of the components of the tensor cr for an electron
fluid is difficult even in the case of a spherical Fermi
surface. However, there is no need to calculate the
conductivity tensor
in order to find the cyclotronwave frequencies. Under the experimental conditions
of study of cyclotron resonance, j = o,cu, 12 l and the
dispersion equation of the oscillations has the form
I ~ij I = 0 in this case, in accord with (3.8). Since
I A- 1 1 ~ 0, the cyclotron wave frequencies can be found
from the condition that I crtj I = 0. Therefore, to obtain
the spectra of the cyclotron waves in an electron fluid
with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface, we can directly use
the results obtained earlier for the isotropic case(lo- 161,
and in a manner similar to what was done by us in the
case of spin waves. Thus, with neglect of collisions,
wr » 1, we have for the eigenfrequencies of the electron system in the longwave limit (k -o)
23

a

= -m!J'(8, cp)(i +a,),

(3.10)

'

Equation (3.4) differs from the initial kinetic equation (3 .1) by substitution of k*, u, B*, E* for k, v, B,
E in the latter. In addition, since the Fermi surface
in w space is a sphere, Eq. (3.4) is solved in similar
fashion to the solution of the kinetic equation in the
case of an isotropic electron fluid. Solution of Eq. (3.4)
permits us to compute the nonequilibrium current
density from the formula

OOtm

We use the result obtained inC 10• 21 l for the spectrum
of isotropic waves propagating in an isotropic electron
fluid along the direction of the stationary magnetic
field B. In the case of an ellipsoidal Fermi surface,
we find the following dispersion equation for the dependence of the cyclotron wave frequency both on the
wave vector and on the angles () and cp :

iN.,±' (O, q>) = ..!_ s•

') = (2e,m,m,m,) ''• (A -•w A-'w')

'P w, w
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(3.9)

Here and everywhere below, 0*, Veff, keff, and Reff
depend on () and cp and are determined by Eqs. (2.15),
(2.18), and (2.19). Equation (3.9), together with (2.15),
establishes the dependence of the eigenfrequencies of
the system on the orientation of the stationary magnetic
field B relative to the axes of the crystal.
We consider the cyclotron waves propagating at
such an angle to the direction of the vector B that
keff = 0. According to the relations (2.11), (2.12), and
(2.18), we have It* 11 B* in this case. For an isotropic
electron fluid (A== 1), this case corresponds to the
propagation of the wave along the magnetic field. We
shall assume that only the components with l :s 2 in
the expansion (3.7) differ from zero. We shall further
assume that [Bf/Bt ]st = -!if/To,

It is seen from Eq. (3.11) that Cerenkov collision-free

damping is possible if
ro =t= g• (8·, <p) = k 11 v 0 cc(8, q>)cos t.

For long waves, when k11Reff << 1, the following
expression is obtained from Eq. (3.10) for the cyclotron wave frequency:
ro=[±!J"(8,q>)- :J(1+a,)(1+:5

kg'R~:(O,q>)).

(3.12)

Upon increase in k 11 , the frequency w approaches a
value satisfying the relation
l{t)±!J'(8, q>) I= kuverr(8, q>).

Cerenkov interaction of the wave with electrons becomes possible for such a value of w. Therefore, for
cyclotron waves propagating at such an angle to the
direction of the vector B that keff = 0, the value of
k 11 cannot exceed some maximum. Following the
analysis given in[ 13l, we obtain the value
ka

(8,cp)=
m..

I

I·

!J*(8,q>)
sa.
q>) 3- 2a, .

V0 rr(6,

for the maximum k 11 .
Thus the dependence of the maximum value of k 11 on
the orientation of the vector B relative to the axes of
the crystal is also established. Spectra were obtained
in[ 13l for cyclotron waves propagating in an isotropic
electron fluid along the magnetic field, under the assumption of the possibility of the expansion in powers
of kR, but without limitation to a finite number of
Legendre polynomials in the expansion of the correlation function cp ( p, p' ). In correspondence with the results of this research, we find the following expression
for the frequencies of the cyclotron waves in an electron fluid with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface, propagating at such an angle to the direction of the magnetic
field B that keff = 0:
002 m

= m!J"(S,q>)(i+a,) { 1 + ku'R!rr2(8,q>) [9-m' 1+aa ]}
m
35
a,-a,

(m¥=0),
2
001 m

= m!J*(O,cp)(i +a,) { 1 + ku'Rerr(!l,q>) [l'-m' 1 +a1_ 1
m'
4l'- 1 a,- a 1_ 1
-l-

(!+1)'-m' i+a•+l ]}
4 (! +1)-1 a,-a,+t ,

l;;a.Jml¥=0, l>2. (3.13)

We now consider cyclotron waves propagating
transversely to the magnetic field B, i.e., k11 = 0.
According to the relations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.18),
the vector k* in this case is directed at right angles to
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the direction of the vector B*. We choose a set of
coordinates in which axis 1 is directed along the vector
k*. Then the tensor a' will have the form [uJ
cr~1 cr~, 0 )
(3.14)
a' = ( <1~1 cr;. o. •
0

0

<r33

ai

The dispersion relation 1 I = 0, which corresponds
to this and determines the spectrum of the cyclotron
waves, is divided into the following two parts:
(3.15)

Oaa'=O,
au'a2/ -'On10'2/ = 0.

(3.16)

Equation (3.15) describes waves in which E* x B* = 0.
Hence, using the relations (2.12) and (3.6), we obtain
the result that the electric field vector E of these
waves is oriented at such an angle to B that
[(A-'B) (AE)] = 0.

(A = 1 ), this
mode corresponds to "normal" waves, with the electric field vector directed along the stationary magnetic
field B. Equation (3.16) describes waves in which
E* ·B* = 0.
By using (2.12), (3.6), and the fact that the matrix
A is symmetric, it is not difficult to note that the electric field vector E of such waves lies in a plane perpendicular to the stationary magnetic field. In the case
of an isotropic electric fluid, this mode is called the
"extraordinary" or plasma wave. We consider the
cyclotron wave that is defined by Eq. (3.15). We shall
assume the coefficients an to be small in comparison
with unity, and also limit ourselves to the long wave
limit keffReff
1. We can then use the formula for
the frequency of th~ ordinary wave in an isotropic
electron fluid, which was obtained in [10 ' 151, In the case
of an ellipsoidal Fermi surface, we find the following
expression for the frequency:
In the case of an isotropic electron fluid

«

Ol

= mQ' (0, qJ) {1 +a,- '/tokerr'(a, qJ)Rerr'(O, qJ)[1 +

••;,a,]}'. (3 .17)

We shall not limit now the number of Legendre
polynomials in the expansion (3. 7). In the long-wave
limit (keffReff
1), we can use the expressions for
the resonance frequencies of cyclotron waves propagating in an isotropic electron fluid transversely to the
magnetic field, express ions found in [12' 14 1, According
to the results of these researches we get, for the case
of an ellipsoidal Fermi surface,

«
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1 +a, ,
,
m+ 140 k.rr(6,qJ)R 0rr(6,qJ)

(3-m)(4-m)
1+ma,-(m-1)a3
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=O'(e
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'(j)
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a,

.

)J

(3+m)(4+m) ]}·
1-maa+(m+1)a3
'

fl. m

+k~rr(6,qJ)R~rr(O,qJ)
4(2l- 1)

x(1+a,_,[ (l-1+m)(l+m)- (l-1-m)(l-m)]
21-1
1 + ma,-(m-1)a,_,
1- ma, +(m+ 1)a,_,
-1-1 + a,+t [ (l +1-m) (l +2-m)
(l +1+ m) (l +2+ m) ])}
2l + 3
1 + ma,-(m -1)al+,
1- ma, +(m + 1)a1+t
'

(3.18)
Thus, in the case of an electron fluid with an ellipsoidal Fermi surface, the spectrum of possible frequencies of both spin and cyclotron waves becomes

dependent on the orientation of the stationary magnetic
field B relative to the axes of the crystal. No restrictions are added here to the form of the correlation
functions l/J( p, p') and qJ ( p, p'). Expressions were obtained for the frequencies of the cyclotron waves
propagating at such an angle to the stationary magnetic
field that keff = 0. In this case, the maximum possible
value for keff is established. The spectra of cyclotron
waves propagating transversely to the magnetic field
are also found. For m 1 = m2 = m 3, all the results obtained go over into the well known expression for the
spectra of waves in an isotropic fluid.
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